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About This Software

Experience the responsive windowed gaming ON FULLSCREEN SIZE without the
ugly borders!

Magic Borderless is an application to help gamers play games on fullscreen windowed without the ugly borders. Windowed
mode gaming lets gamers instantly switch to other windows in the same computer while they are dead (because they suck) or
waiting on loading screens, without having to see Windows go ape nuts when alt-tabbing. Some games even crash when alt-

tabbed!

The app tries to help you be as lazy as possible and do the work for you as much as possible... for free*! *(Well, after
you pay for the app.)

Extra helpful features are also added to assist gamers when it comes to managing windows on their monitors, such as Ninja
Mode where it allows you to hide and mute a window for... um, science!

Automatic Fullscreen Detection

When you run your game on exclusive fullscreen, Magic Borderless can detect it. If this feature is enabled, it will ask you if you
wish to apply the borderless magic. When the magic is applied for the first time, all you have to do is set your game to run on

windowed mode once. Magic Borderless will take care of the rest automatically every time the game launches. You can also set
to apply magic without asking you on new apps.
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Improved Borderless Algorithm

There are different ways to make a window borderless, but all of them often has trouble resizing window properly or suffer
from graphical errors. Magic Borderless has improved code to combat these issues for you and will work on even more games!

Customizable Additional Magic

Besides making your favorite games borderless, you can also set the game to run on a specific window size or simply maximize
to your monitor's resolution. If you wish to keep your Taskbar up, you can also toggle it to make sure the window does not hide

the Taskbar.
Some also prefer their borderless windowed mode to behave like real fullscreen apps (minimize the window on alt-tab). For

those weirdos, you can set the Alt+Tab behavior to minimize the window.

Ninja Mode: Instant Hide and Mute

By pressing [Alt] + [X], you can activate Ninja Mode on your currently active window. This will not only completely hide them
from taskbar and among opened windows, it will also mute that particular window only!

This feature is also available to Alt+Tab behaviors for any games you configured!

Cursor Lock

Some noob developers forgot to add cursor lock to their games on windowed mode (or they believed it is how they should
behave). If you don't like this behavior, no worries! Magic Borderless can lock your cursor to that window OR the monitor (for

our beloved multi-monitor users).
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Title: Magic Borderless
Genre: Utilities
Developer:
Studio Christmas
Publisher:
Studio Christmas
Release Date: 11 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1 & 10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Intel or AMD with 1 GHz or faster

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: Something a little better than Voodoo graphics cards

Storage: 10 MB available space

Sound Card: Literally none

Additional Notes: May even run on a potato

English,Korean
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I got this alone for the cursor lock. I run dual monitors and occationally have issues.

I guess not anymore^^
Tested in two games that kept giving me issues.
thx. DO NOT BUY, STAY WELL CLEAR EVEN IF OFFERED FOR FREE.

I wish I never purchased this app. It has caused me hours of frustration.
At first it worked fine, but I noticed my game frame rate had reduced by 10-20fps. So I decided to force the game into full
screen and see the comparison in fps. My screen flickered from window to full screen back to window then full screen, etc etc,
then the game crashed.
So I rebooted my pc and tried running Magic Borderless again, only to receive a error message (An error occurred while
updating Magic Borderless).
I am not able to get the software to work, and what is even more annoying is I am also not able to uninstall or reinstall the
software. I think I have spoken every swear word that exists in the Oxford dictionary and the Urban dictionary because of this
piece of *@# .
. Come on, for $2? Just buy it! Worked perfectly, just had to play with the program for a little to understand everything. Bought
this to play racing games extend across 3 monitors. It took away the window border and windows task bar.. THIS IS THE
BOMB. It's way cheaper than the other borderless app but packed with so many more features and looks like a 2019 app. There
were so many games that didn't work on the other app, but Magic Borderless did not have any issue. Initially bought it for the
auto detecting and cursor lock feature but the ninja mode is my favorite now. very useful for you know those unwanted guest
behind your back :> They also have this window-lock mode where you can lock specific program to various locations on your
monitor. I didn't even realize I needed this until I used it! I now cannot live without it.

Best part is that the dev is very responsive, so any issues they will address it! I've never encountered any developers who were so
willing to help and resolve all the issues. I can see how hard they are working, especially on the forums, to make the users
satisfied with their product.

I recommended this to all my friends and would recommend anyone in the web looking for an app that just works better than
other borderless app out there and packed with unique features that saves your headache.
. Software works amazing.
Support is amazing never seen any game\/software where the developer is that quick in answering you and still being really
helpful.
Updates will be added alot so there always will be more functions which are actually useful.
Price is really cheap.

Now before this software i had another software called "Borderless Gaming" and i do belive i am the perfect guy to say which
software is beter and why because i have 1,169 hours on Borderless Gaming. And i have to say that this software is beter
because:
This software supports old games which Borderless Gaming does not have.
Borderless Gaming can only have Automatic mode and Manuel mode (Automatic you start a game and it auto makes it
borderless and manuel you have to click a button). Magic Borderless does not has a manuel mode at this moment but is has an
automatic mode and many many more functions. And Magic Borderless just has beter Support.

Overall i dont think i can think of anything negative of this software.. It\u00b4s nice and all but when I try to use it in CS:GO it
adds input lag and the game stops to feel smooth.. Works as advertised. Would totally recommend.. not work for me....sorry
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